Faecal screening of colorectal cancer.
Screening and prevention of colorectal cancer (CRC) is a public health priority. Recent progress in understanding the biology of CRC has lead to possible new approaches to screening. In particular, assay of faecal molecular markers represents a promising non-invasive approach to screening, with improved safety, accuracy and patient compliance. MEDLINE/PubMed searches were used to identify key articles relating to faecal-based screening with secondary review of cited publications. Faecal markers of CRC can be broadly divided into DNA based and non-DNA based. Faecal occult blood testing for CRC screening has been advocated for decades for its non-invasiveness and low cost. It has exhibited a 15-33% decrease in mortality, despite drawbacks with sensitivity and compliance. Other non-DNA markers have the adequate sensitivity for inflammatory lesions but do not have the required specificity for screening average-risk populations. Faecal DNA testing has the potential to enhance the performance characteristics of stool testing. Because of molecular heterogeneity of cancer, no single DNA marker has yielded adequate sensitivity. Analysis of several combinations of markers in studies have produced high detection rates of both CRC and advanced adenomas in selected patient groups. However, the currently available markers, both non-DNA and DNA, have not yet been validated in large-scale studies screening average -risk population nor have they so far shown the necessary sensitivity and specificity required for large-scale screening programmes. Another major drawback with the DNA-based markers is the cost-effectiveness. Issues regarding implementation and compliance remain unanswered. These critical problems have to be rectified before these techniques can be recommended for large-scale CRC screening.